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Unlimited Colours: Over 200 paint colours
and custom colour matching for aluminium.
Easy Open Panels: Individual panels are easy to
move no matter how large the door system is.
Weather-ability: Designed to withstand wind and
rain, meeting the exacting standards of BS6375.
Thermal Protection: All Panoramic Doors are
designed to maximise thermal protection.

Luxury you can see at Factory Direct Prices

Real Wood Cladding: Choose from a variety of
woods for a more luxurious feel.

Panoramic

Made In
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e UK

Doors
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B I - F O L D D O O R or
PANORAMIC DOOR?
Traditional bi-fold doors
are a series of panels
connected by hinges.

THE PANORAMIC DOOR TECHNICAL GUIDE:
Mechanically Fastened Corners
Mechanically fastened corners insure a strong door that is
able to withstand years of operation. The vinyl core is
mechanically fastened via the aluminium inserts. After the
core has been assembled we add aluminium cladding so you
can have your door in any colour you desire.

Block Frame Design
The Thermaclad Door frame is a four part block frame.
Because all the weight of the door is on the bottom track,
this system is easier to install than other doors of this type.

Aluminium Re-Enforced Vinyl Core

This requires leaving
space either side to
allow opening.

The Panoramic Thermaclad Door combines the thermal
beneﬁts of vinyl with the beauty of painted aluminium.

Choice of Hardware
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Traditional Bi-Fold Door

The Panoramic Folding Patio Door is
the alternative to the dated bi-fold
and accordion door system. This type
of door is fast becoming the most
inﬂuential aspect of modern home
and restaurant design.
Rather than have a series of panels
connected to each other with hinges,
we have designed a door where the
panels move independently of each
other. More freedom, easier operation
and total control of the opening.
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Panoramic Door

Panoramic Door

Security at every point
The swing door panel(s) come equipped with
a deadbolt and two or more hooks that lock
into the neighboring panels. We use the
Ultion 3 Star lock cylinder which comes with
a £1000 security guarantee.

Choice of two real wood options
Nothing feels or looks as
luxurious as real wood.
Choose from our selection
of stain-grade woods for
your interior.

White Oak

Mahogany

The Panoramic Door utilises cutting edge design - Industry leading - Next Generation Technology.

